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Everything you need to
teach & learn, digitally

EDUCATION

Transform your teaching with Snapplify’s suite of products for digital reading and e-learning. Internationally
recognised for empowering educators and students to teach and learn, digitally, our award-winning platform is
already a top choice for institutions integrating digital education into their classrooms.

Use data to analyse learning
behaviour and improve pedagogy

Integrate with existing
digital ecosystems

A secure, collaborative
e-learning experience

DEVICES

ABC

Build your own online
collection of
multimedia
resources

Inspire your students
to read for leisure
with a curated, digital
Library

Seamlessly manage
access and
permissions for
student and staff
user accounts

Purchase new devices
in bulk for your
students and staff

123

Give your students access to
dynamic, interactive content –
anywhere

Browse through
thousands of local
and international
prescribed
e-textbooks

READ BOOKS

IN ALL 11

A low bandwidth solution for
implementing e-learning in your
school

SOUTH AFRICAN

LANGUAGES

LARGEST CATALOGUE

OF LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL

E-TEXTBOOKS

ENGAGE

IN AFRICA

A secure, collaborative
e-learning environment

Engage combines Snapplify’s e-learning products into a single platform,
providing institutions with everything that they need to teach and learn in the
21st century classroom. Administrators are able to seamlessly manage access
to all users, and educators can share teacher-created, multimedia resources with
their students using the Resources and Groups functions.
Snapplify’s Library offers schools a robust, 24-hour access digital library solution
that promotes reading and learning with top quality ebooks and prescribed
e-textbooks.
To explore the Engage platform, visit engage.snapplify.com/get-started to sign
up today.

Leading schools are using our responsive and interactive e-learning solutions

Sacred Heart

Paul Roos

Northwood

Jan Van Riebeek

Parklands College

St. Andrew’s
School for Girls

Michaelhouse

INSIGHTS

Insightful analytics of
student activity

Using Insights, you can track and download data on your students’
ebook usage and reading behaviour to analyse how they interact with
educational material. Then use this perceptive data to inform your
content choices, annual budgets and teaching strategies, so your
institution can learn and grow.

READER

Access to dynamic,
interactive content
– anywhere

Snapplify’s free Reader application can
be used on any device and allows you to
access all your content in one place. The
app includes a number of academic and
accessibility features, and can be used
online or offline, wherever you are.

Snapp box

SNAPPBOX

Bulk device procurement
for your school

Saving data &
download time

The award-winning Snappbox is a
hardware distribution solution for ebooks,
allowing students to access their digital
books within their school directly, rather
than downloading them each individually
from the internet.

To ensure that your school gets the most
out of reading and learning digitally, we
offer a selection of affordable devices
chosen specifically for their reliability
and compatibility with the classroom
environment.

Access content in various formats, across multiple platforms

TRAINING
& SUPPORT

We’re here for you

Snapplify is committed to supporting your school and an essential
part of this is supporting educators. For schools signed with
Snapplify, we offer customised training workshops, as well as
ongoing technical support.

GOOGLE
CLASSROOM

Integrated with Google Classroom

If your institution is already using Google Classroom, you can keep
things seamless with Snapplify’s Google Classroom integration.
Users simply log in to the Snapplify platform using their existing
Google accounts.
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